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Abstract 
We describe studies undertaken to better understand the relationship between mechanical transformation principles and 
environmentally significant behavior (ESB). Five existing transformable products were studied, and two new products were 
developed to address the limitations in one existing product. We applied lead-user methods to study those who undertake 
various tasks in environmentally preferable ways despite obstacles, as well as undertaking such tasks ourselves. We 
found that transformation increases the portability of products that support ESB and thus spontaneity in undertaking ESB. 
We conclude that transformable products do aid in overcoming obstacles to ESB that are not yet addressed by appropriate 
infrastructure. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Transformable products change either spatially, by collapsing/ 
expanding, or functionally, by exposing new surfaces and features 
depending on product configuration. We noted a potential 
relationship between environmentally significant behavior (ESB) 
(Stern, 2000) [1] and transformation principles (Singh et al., 2009) 
[2]. This paper aims to further understand and explore this 
relationship such that it can be better exploited to support ESB. 

Lead users provided the context where we first noted a relationship 
between transformation principles and ESB. Lead users are those 
who often have needs ahead of the general population, and in many 
cases, have already developed their own solutions to these needs. 
Lead users in ESB include individuals who perform physically or 
logistically challenging tasks using environmentally preferred modes 
of mobility, e.g., transporting furniture on public transit.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work 
in ESB, transformation principles, and lead-user methods. Sections 3 
and 4 describe how a potential relationship between ESB and 
transformation principles was first noted, and five existing 
transformable products we studied to better understand this 
relationship. Observed benefits and limitations are summarized in 
Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 describe two transformable products, 
newly developed to address some limitations identified in one 
existing transformable product, and additional insights gained. 
Finally, we conclude and summarize in Sections 8, 9 and 10. 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Environmentally Significant Behavior (ESB) 

Stern (2000) defines environmentally significant behavior by: 

1. Its direct impact on the environment (e.g., forest clearing, 
household waste disposal), and 

2. An individual’s intent to change (benefit) the environment [1]. 

While the effect of individual environmental behavior is limited, “the 
aggregate of such behavior” can have significant positive effect [1]. 

Stern identifies four types of intervention for ESB: (1) religious and 
moral approaches, (2) education, (3) efforts to change the material 

incentive structure of behavior by providing monetary and other types 
of rewards or penalties, and (4) community management. 

We propose another approach, that of identifying, and overcoming 
through product design, obstacles to ESB. 

2.2 Transformation Principles 

Singh et al. (2009) compiled a list of transformation principles and 
facilitators observed in consumer products, patents, and biological 
organisms [2]. The three transformation principles, or generalized 
directives to bring about a certain type of mechanical transformation, 
are 1) expand/collapse, 2) expose/cover, and 3) fuse/divide. These 
principles aim to 1) change occupied volume, 2) alter functionality by 
revealing or concealing a new surface, and 3) divide a product into 
many parts or combine multiple parts into one. Example products 
that use transformation principles include 1) umbrellas that extend 
and collapse canopies, 2) laptops that conceal and reveal screens 
and keyboards, and 3) screwdrivers with exchangeable bits to 
accommodate various screw heads. In addition, twenty 
transformation facilitators (e.g., flip, fold, material flexibility) enable 
various types of transformation when applied together but cannot 
create transformation when applied singly. 

Singh et al.’s transformation principles comprise one aspect of 
adaptable product design [3], and focus on physical principles 
involved in transformation or reconfiguration of products. 

2.3 Lead-User Methods 

Lead users operate under extreme requirements, experiencing 
needs that ordinary users may not (e.g., casual jogger versus the 
marathon runner who developed the Powerbar™). Solutions 
developed for extraordinary situations often benefit ordinary 
situations (e.g., anti-lock braking systems used in automobiles were 
developed for planes landing on aircraft carriers) [4]. Extraordinary 
lead-user methods aim to turn ordinary users into extraordinary/lead 
users by placing them in extraordinary situations [5]. 

Applied to the mobility/transit aspect of ESB, extraordinary users 
include those with a range of disabilities, the elderly, and those 
tending to young children. However, university student bicyclists can 
also comprise a class of situational extraordinary users, as argued 
in one of the student projects summarized below. Extraordinary 
situations include commuting with physical loads and under adverse 
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weather. Extraordinary users studied include th
regularly in the Canadian winter, a cyclist who bri
business trips each involving multiple cities, and
transport furniture without using motorized vehicles.  

The lead-user method has proven to be effective for
facilitators. Srivastava and Shu (2011) chose Men
users due to their low consumption lifestyles, 
resources in discrete units instead of continuous
resource conservation [6]. We apply lead-user meth
new insights about transformation principles in relatio

2.4 Contrast with Other Design for Environment

Much past work on product design for the environm
focused on life-cycle aspects of products, e.g., recyc
fuel efficiency, etc., to reduce negative effects on the
contrast, we focus on consumer behavior, and ho
affect behavior to reduce environmental impact. 

3 RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1 Preliminary Observations 

Our research was inspired by past student pro
products that enable environmentally preferable b
such projects [9, 10, 11] developed a flattening 
compressible reusable coffee cup, and a baby s
convert into a baby carrier, shown in Figure 1. Intere
projects concluded that incorporating a transforma
addresses the main obstacles to the corresp
environmental behavior. Table 1 lists for the three p
users studied, obstacles to ESB identified, and conce

  
  (a) Concept created            (b) Prototype bu

Figure 1: Stroller that is convertible into ca
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bike helmet  
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lecture to 
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Bulkiness of 
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hassle of 
carrying  
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Suggested 
conceptual 
solution 

A helmet 
that flattens 
when not in 

use 

A cup that 
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disc when not in 

use 

c

Table 1: Student projects that related ESB and tra

hose who bike 
ngs his bike on 
d students who 

r identifying ESB 
nnonites as lead 
and found that 
 flow facilitated 

hods to discover 
on to ESB. 

t (DFE) Work 

ment (e.g., [7, 8]) 
clable materials, 

e environment. In 
ow products can 

jects to design 
ehaviors. Three 
bike helmet, a 

stroller that can 
estingly, all three 
ative mechanism 
ponding desired 
projects, the lead 
epts developed. 

 
uilt 
arrier. 

Convertible 
stroller 

Baby stroller 
users who ride 
public transit 
as their main 

means of 
transportation 

Bulkiness and 
weight, spatial 
contraints in 
public transit  

A stroller that 
converts into a 
front or back 
child carrier 

ansformation. 

3.2 First-Hand Use and Observational 

The authors personally used transformab
use contexts and possible user behaviors
examined, rather than focusing on their tech

We tested seven transformers to investigate
between transformation principles and 
commercially available transformable produc
environmental behaviors (e.g., reducing 
bottles, cycling and using public transit ins
developed prototypes for two new transforma

Our use/test periods ranged from two w
continued to use the product tested as 
obtain new insights and observations. Tes
long period of time enabled us to encoun
where the products were needed or became
also tested the products in a wide r
environments. For example, we used the c
bottle while working in an office environme
outdoors, and even while playing sports
situations helped us to find particular cases
to be useful or couldn’t perform properly
limitations occurred. 

Limitations of our method include the often
to test each product. This requirement logis
of products that we could study. On the oth
find very few transforming products tha
limitation is that having one or two ma
observations and interpretations. We add
identifying and interviewing actual user
recruiting other testers. 

4 EXISTING TRANSFORMABLE PRODU

Below we describe the five commercially
products we studied to better understand 
transformation and ESB.  

4.1 Stowable Shopping Bag 

Toronto recently required retailers to charg
of disposable plastic bags, which led to the
reusable shopping bags. Figure 2 shows
available shopping bags. We draw from
identify the strengths and weaknesses of 
other shopping bags. While the bag on the
can carry more, its bulkiness makes it 
personally carried except during planned s
the right, although less sturdy, collapses an
attached pouch, and is more likely to be c
available when needed. Extrapolating, while
can enable one to carry even more, it 
available except on planned shopping trips
test these products in our everyday lives. 

   
 (a) Durable but less collapsible (b) Colla

Figure 2: Commonly available reusable
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4.2 Vapur Reusable Water Bottle  

The Vapur Anti-Bottle is a reusable liquid container 
polyethylene that allows it to be flattened and rolle
tested this product by using it regularly over about six

When flattened, this container can fit in spaces as 
pockets, as shown in Figure 3b, and smaller compa
The container’s ability to collapse made it conducive
always carried in a bag without conscious planning, 
instead of buying disposable bottles of water. 

Observed limitations of the product included: diffic
from the container with one hand (only in the beg
occasional inconvenience of having to find a suitab
In addition, collapsing or drinking from the contai
cracking noise that may be bothersome in a quiet env

(a) Folded and unfolded states (b) Stored in pant

Figure 3: Vapur Anti-Bottle. 

4.3 Dahon’s Pango folding bike helmet 

Dahon, a bicycle manufacturer, designed a fold
cyclists, shown in Figure 4. The Pango helmet consis
plastic shell, and unlike the one-piece foam in mos
segmented foam plates that form the inner part of 
segmentation enables Pango’s structural transform
also prevent it from meeting U.S. safety standards
helmet for two weeks. 

One expected and confirmed benefit of the Pango wa
enabled its smaller size when not in use, and thus it 
in a bag without taking up as much space as regular
This benefit was especially salient when it was te
shared bicycle system in cities including Toronto. T
not have planned to use a bicycle but could still wear
an unplanned ride. However, the folded size, (9.5”x4”
of the volume of a typical bike helmet, is not significa
a regular helmet. 

In addition to the reduced protection, another limitati
is poor fit compared to regular helmets. The fold
seems to constrain the dimensions and degrade the h

    (a) Fully expanded      (b) Folded for s

Figure 4: Dahon’s Pango folding helme

4.4 Magna Cart 

The Magna Cart, shown in Figure 5, is a transforma
Features that involve transformation are a teles
retractable wheels and a hinged base plate. In con
product may be used by drivers who store it in their t
the product as a personal hand truck for transporti
heavy objects either while walking or using public tran

Notable benefits included the Magna Cart’s compac
to nontransforming trolleys, and overall durability. 
loads of up to 60 lbs, where all parts seemed to 

nmentally Significant Behavior 

made of flexible 
d or folded. We 

x months. 

small as pants’ 
rtments of bags. 

e to being almost 
enabling its use 

culty of drinking 
inning), and the 
le water source. 
ner produced a 
vironment. 

 
ts’ pocket 

ding helmet for 
sts of an external 
st bike helmets, 
the Pango. The 

mation, but may 
s. We used the 

as that foldability 
could be stored 

r helmets would. 
ested on BIXI, a 
That is, one may 
r a helmet during 
”x6”), about 45% 
ntly smaller than 

on of the Pango 
ding mechanism 
helmet’s fit. 

 
storage 

t. 

able hand truck. 
scoping handle, 
trast to how the 
runks, we tested 
ing bulky and/or 
nsit. 

ct size compared 
We used it for 
work very well 

except for the telescoping handle. We set 
we assumed individuals are unlikely to tran
this by public transit. We were also surprise
on transporting objects up most stairs. 

However, the Magna Cart had a few drawb
was still somewhat bulky and heavy to ca
while walking. Since even in its folded sta
completely into most bags, one often had
hand. The second limitation, mentione
telescoping handle permanently buckled f
while being wheeled and lifted up stairs. 

Figure 5: Magna Ca

4.5 Strida Folding Bicycle 

The Strida folding bicycle is one of many 
We chose to study this particular bike 
requirements is that it can be carried on
Figure 6 shows its triangular main frame 
compact, wheeled walking stick for storage 

Figure 6: Strida folding

We noted many advantages of the bike du
it was compatible with most dimensional c
settings such as narrow turnstiles and stree
limited space in transit vehicles during ru
relatively lightweight (26 lbs/12kg), and cou
stairs easily. Elevators and escalators were
subway stations, and significant flights of s
Folding and unfolding the bike only took a
learned the mechanism. Finally, because 
carried indoors, there was less concern a
occurs commonly in Toronto. 

However, the absence of gears in the part
observed limitations. While the extra wo
compared to a geared bicycle is not often
flat cities like Toronto, it may limit usability 
Francisco. Also, the slower speed achieva
bikes made it awkward to ride on roads o
however, the bike was easier to balance
speeds (e.g., on sidewalks) compared to re

In addition to first-hand use, we also inter
Strida bike to collect more usage insights. 
the most popular features of the bike inclu
about theft, saving storage space, and b
means of mobility in one or multiple 
mentioned that they became less sensitive
they can simply take the bike into a taxi or 
to heavy rain or snow mid-trip. 
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60 lbs as a limit because 
nsport objects heavier than 
ed that it worked fairly well 

acks. First, when folded, it 
arry on public transit and 
ate, it was too large to fit 
d to carry it separately by 
ed above, was that its 
from the transported load 

art. 

available folding bicycles. 
since one of its design 

nto public transit [12, 13]. 
that can be folded into a 
and carrying. 

 

g bike. 

uring product testing. First, 
constraints in public transit 
etcar entrances, as well as 
ush hour. Second, it was 
uld be carried up or down 

e often unavailable even in 
stairs were the only option. 
about 5 seconds after one 
it was conducive to being 
about bicycle theft, which 

ticular model tested led to 
rk required to ride uphill 

n encountered in relatively 
in hilly cities such as San 
able compared to regular 
or bike lanes. Surprisingly 
e and maneuver at slow 

egular bikes. 

rviewed six owners of the 
 Based on the interviews, 
uded: not having to worry 
eing able to use multiple 
cities. Some users also 
e to bad weather because 
r public transit in response 
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5 CONCLUSIONS ON EXISTING TRANSFORMER

5.1 Portability 

As expected, the transformable products studie
portability is enhanced by the expand/collapse
principle.  By enhancing portability, one can:  

1) Reduce solid waste generated by carrying reu
e.g., shopping bags, coffee cups and water bot
using disposable products,  

2) Better engage in environmentally preferred activ
a bicycle more safely with an easier-to-carry he
flexibly, without worrying about theft, by using a fold

In the five products studied, the expand/collapse
enabled by the use of flexible material, telescopin
parts, and retractable plates. Singh et al. had listed
strategies as transformation facilitators [2]. 

5.2 Spontaneity 

While portability was an expected benefit, less exp
portability enables spontaneity. For example, the mo
collapsible shopping bag, the more likely it will be car
making it possible to support spontaneous use. Sim
helmet allows one to make safer, spontaneous us
bicycles, rather than taking a cab when the need 
arises unexpectedly. Finally, users of the Strida bic
can easily take the folding bicycle on transit in ca
weather, rather than not taking the chance of riding in

However, spontaneity also requires availability 
infrastructure. For the Vapur water bottle, one ne
source of water before one can use the bottle spon
rental bikes must also be available where needed fo
to bicycle spontaneously rather than take a cab. 

In contrast to the collapsible grocery bag, water bot
bicycle, the Magna Cart was not sufficiently po
spontaneous use of it likely; therefore, we 
transformable products, to address the same need
portability to enhance spontaneity. While the Magn
expand/collapse principle, we applied the other two
principles, namely fuse/divide and expose/cover. 

6 NEWLY DEVELOPED TRANSFORMERS TO EN

Two new transformable products were developed 
limitation observed for the Magna Cart, i.e., it was
portable to enable its target ESB in a spontaneous m

6.1 Trolley with Dividable Modules (Prototype) 

We developed a trolley with dividable modules for tw
to increase its portability, and 2) to apply and better
fuse/divide principle. We identified and prototyped a p
the Move-it cardboard cart developed by David Gr
product is designed for those who don’t use persona
transport large boxes. The design consists of a h
wheels that adhere to corners of corrugated fiber
facilitate transportation of the boxes [14]. 

In contrast to the original design, we decided to mak
more durable by using metal for the corner parts a
handle system extracted from a wheeled suitc
incorporated adjustable straps rather than the adhesi
original idea to attach the cargo to the cart. We
foldable wheel modules for better storage and po
parts of the prototype are shown in Figure 7a. 

RS  

ed confirm that 
 transformation 

usable products, 
ttles, instead of 

vities, e.g., riding 
elmet, and more 
ding bicycle. 

e principle was 
ng parts, folding 
d some of these 

pected was that, 
ore compact the 
rried at all times, 
milarly, a folding 
e of BIXI rental 
for such a trip 

cycle know they 
ase of inclement 
n bad weather. 

of appropriate 
eeds a suitable 
ntaneously. BIXI 

or one to be able 

ttle, helmet, and 
ortable to make 

developed two 
d, with improved 
na cart used the 
o transformation 

NABLE ESB 

to address the 
s not sufficiently 
anner. 

wo objectives: 1) 
r understand the 
product concept, 
raham [14]. The 
al automobiles to 
handle and two 
rboard boxes to 

ke our prototype 
and a retractable 
case. Also, we 
ves in Graham’s 

e also designed 
ortability. All the 

After prototyping and testing the cart, we 
three limitations of the transformable prod
and perhaps anticipated benefit was its sm
folded; all the modules combined easily fit
size Ziploc bag, and thus sufficient portabili
less anticipated benefit was the ease o
because the wheels were always located 
The final benefit was that the cart, being di
wide range of box sizes. On the other ha
smaller load-carrying capacity (up to 50 l
compared to the Magna Cart. While th
reduced during prototype refinement, the
significant setup time, i.e., attaching the ca
consequence of the separate parts. 

          (a) Modules separated      (b)
                         

Figure 7: Trolley with dividab

6.2 An Object-Carrying Jacket for Cycl

We next applied the expose/cover princip
creating a highly portable product that ass
or bulky objects. This product is intended
transit users move such objects. The pr
parts: a jacket and a back strap system. 
sport rain jacket, while the back strap s
straps arranged to allow secure attachm
sizes and shapes. When the carrying fun
back straps can be covered to maintain th
To carry an object, one unzips the cover 
buckles as shown in Figure 8. 

This product is intended to offer two un
product can be used like a regular rain 
function is not needed, thereby achieving
spontaneity. Although the straps are hidd
prototype jacket was still a little bulkier tha
may be an obstacle to some users. Secon
new method to carry bulky and/or heavy 
backpacks while riding a bicycle. The pr
ability to carry up to at least 58 lbs. 

However, we also found some major limita
reduced by improving the prototype. For ex
movement was restricted when carrying a l
too much of the load was uncomfortably su
and chest, affecting one’s breathing when 
Figure 9 shows the jacket in use. 

(a) Front view (b) Back, straps covered (c

Figure 8. Object-carrying jacke
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and, limitations included a 
bs) and lack of durability 
hese limitations may be 
e third limitation, a more 
art to the cargo, is likely a 
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nique benefits. First, the 
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nd, the product enabled a 
objects that do not fit in 

rototype demonstrated an 

ations that would likely be 
xample, the range of bodily 
large volume/weight. Also, 
upported by the shoulders 
the jacket was zipped up. 
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 (a) Object attached (b) Use while walking (c) Use

Figure 9: Object-carrying jacket for cyclists 

7 CONCLUSIONS ON NEWLY DEVELOPED TRA

Additional insights gained through the development a
above two transformable products are as follows.  

7.1 Facilitating Carrying / Transporting Beyond 

Although the fuse/divide principle was applied to the 
improve portability, it also improved the stability of th
by placing the wheels at the corner of any box carried

Division of modules can also separate an unmanag
large object into multiple pieces, each with managea
sizes. The baby stroller in Section 3.1 was div
modules (i.e., a baby carrier and a collapsible 
separation of modules could overcome the obsta
allowing users to carry two modules separately (by w
holding the other). Otherwise, one must lift the st
combined in an ergonomically compromised way wh
second adult is unavailable. Of course, a child can a
from any collapsible stroller and the two can be sepa
stairs. However, most strollers are not designed 
specific task, and the task of carrying everything up 
of stairs is somewhat burdensome. 

7.2 Adding ESB-Related Function to Commonly U

Although the object-carrying jacket prototype r
refinement, the idea of adding a new ESB-relate
commonly used product merits further exploration.  

Figure 10 shows a backpack with a solar panel as a
product with an additional ESB-related feature. Sinc
use a backpack or other bag daily, a solar panel c
demand and improve convenience by having an alter
energy to power or recharge small electronic devices

 

Figure 10: Voltaic Converter Solar Backpac

8 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRANSFORMATIO

8.1 Compromised Function 

Despite the advantages of volume change e
expand/collapse principle, collapsibility sometimes
important product qualities. For example, the 
telescoping handle bent more easily than a 
nontransforming cart, and segmented foam plates
folding helmet reduced its protective capacity. In the 
case, the functional compromise was so critical t
could not be introduced into the North American mark

However, functional compromises caused by transfo
always critical. In addition, the benefit achieved throug
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dividable cart to 
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geably heavy or 
able weights and 
vidable into two 

chassis). This 
cle of stairs by 
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Used Products 

requires further 
ed feature to a 

an example of a 
ce many people 
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rnative source of 
. 

ck [15]. 

ON AND ESB 

nabled by the 
s compromised 

Magna Cart’s 
handle on a 

s of the Pango 
Pango helmet’s 

that the product 
ket. 

ormation are not 
gh transformation 

can be more significant than correspo
instance, although the Vapur water bottle 
regular rigid water bottle, the reduced rigidit
Vapur bottle was still rigid enough to maintai
yet soft enough to be flattened and rolled 
urban users of the Strida folding bicycle w
benefit of being able to bring the bike ind
unattended outside, enabled by its folda
drawback of slower riding speed. 

8.2 Occupying Volume Efficiently in Sh

Transformation enabling size change was 
transformable product occupies space th
objects or people. Transformable products
spaces efficiently (i.e., by applying the e
facilitates the use of environmentally pref
which often impose the need to manage a
We provide two examples below. 

1) People who do not drive, but instead
transit often must carry personal items, lik
smaller capacity than a car. The expand/
one to minimize the volume of carried o
flattening feature of the Vapur water bottl
Dahon bike helmet were especially use
internal space of a bag with books and a 

2) Those who walk, bike, and use public 
space than drivers, especially during pe
addition to being required to carry objec
objects are also expected to be small e
others’ personal space. Transformation
compactness. For example, the Strida bi
take up much less space in a packe
disturbing other passengers less.  

Generalizing, the value of volume m
transformation depends on how much v
occupy in a particular shared space. This
that are less relevant to ESB. For instan
compact car uses a folding mechanism to
parking space that it occupies [16]. Anoth
that fold their wings upward to save deck sp
 

9 OVERALL CONCLUSION 

Overall, we have the following conclusions
can complement, or at least fill the gap fo
environmentally significant behavior. Howev
compromised by transformation principles. 
some products, the more portable a
spontaneous use, the worse it performs
portable version. The folding bicycle of
performs less well than a standard bicycle f
A collapsible coffee cup or water bottle is 
but performs less well than a standard reu
bottle. Even noncollapsible versions of pro
to being collapsible provide benefits. Fo
backpack can remain upright without supp
feature. 

As an example of infrastructure to support 
folding bicycle is the bicycle rental system t
cities, shown in Figure 11. Such bicycles
maintenance, storage and theft.  In add
carried around like a folding bicycle. Howev
public transit depends on its wide spread a
bike sharing systems depends on availab
origin and possibility of return near one’s de
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eak times.  Therefore, in 
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ike’s foldability allows it to 
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minimization enabled by 
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pace on aircraft carriers. 

s. Transformable products 
or, infrastructure to enable 
ver, function is sometimes 
It appears that for at least 
and thus available for 
s compared to the less 
ffers more flexibility but 
for its core, riding function. 
more convenient to carry, 

usable coffee cup or water 
oducts we are accustomed 
or example, a more rigid 
port, a surprisingly useful 

ESB, an alternative to the 
that is available in several 
s remove the burdens of 
dition, they need not be 
ver, just as the success of 
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Figure 11: BIXI rental bicycle rack in Toronto. 

The ideal situation to reduce reliance on disposable products is that 
reusable options are available at the point of use, to enable 
spontaneity without the hassle of carrying an often-compromised 
version of a product at all times. Another example is the eco-tray 
container offered by University of Toronto Cafeterias, shown in 
Figure 12. For a nominal deposit, a diner can choose to have their 
food served in an eco-tray rather than disposable packaging. The 
deposit is returned upon return of the eco-tray, which need not be 
immediate. The eco-tray addresses several concerns that 
establishments have with consumers bringing their own reusable 
containers. First, food servers are acquainted with the standard tray 
and know how to portion using it. Second, because the 
establishment is responsible for cleaning the trays, having control 
over this process reduces concern that unsanitary containers can 
cause illness in those who consume their food. However, since the 
eco-trays need not be immediately returned, they may not always be 
available. The handling of dirty versus clean eco-trays also presents 
additional tasks for cafeteria workers.   

 

Figure 12: Reusable “eco trays” in cafeterias 
(blogs.studentlife.utoronto.ca/lifesigns/tag/eco-trays/). 

Other infrastructure possibilities that enable ESB include carts that 
can be available for a deposit from stores, such that they need not be 
owned, nor must they be returned immediately, which detracts from 
their convenience.  Similar to the eco-tray, incentive for early or at 
least predictable return is also required to ensure availability. 

10 SUMMARY 

This paper explored the relationship between transformation 
principles and ESB by applying lead-user methods. Testing five 
existing and two newly developed transformable products confirmed 
that they assist in ESB by increasing portability and spontaneity in 
using the products. By enhancing portability, one can more easily 
reduce reliance on disposable products, and use environmentally 
preferred modes of mobility more flexibly and spontaneously. In 
addition, transformation principles can encourage ESB by: 1) 
occupying volume more efficiently in shared spaces, 2) enabling 
various carrying and transporting methods, and 3) adding a new 
ESB-related function to commonly used products. We conclude that 
transformable products do aid in overcoming obstacles to ESB that 
are not yet addressed by appropriate infrastructure. 
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